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Monthly Report Form executed and returned by PSI along with $2.00 dues. Other items filed in IA section 134-1082
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On 12/10/65 Peter Anthony Vetcher, 1825 Meadow Court, West Palm Beach, Florida, received two letters containing Minutemen literature.

One of these letters was postmarked 12/7/65 at Kansas City, Missouri. It contained a "Member's Report Form For December" which Vetcher completed and returned along with his dues for that month. Also included in this letter was the "December 1965 - Bulletin" which dealt with the necessity in estimating range when shooting a gun and the trajectory of a bullet fired from a gun and how to compensate for same. This "Bulletin" also discussed the gathering of intelligence information by merely reading periodicals of various types. Also included was a copy of "On Target" dated 12/1/65.

The second letter was postmarked in Brunswick, Missouri, but the post mark bore no date. This letter contained only one document which was ten pages in length and was captioned "Organization and Leadership of THE MINUTEMEN BAND". This document discusses the "Band" and "Teams" that make up a band and the functions and duties of these groups and their leaders.
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